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Abstract—Multi-biometrics tries to build a unified biometric
decision based on multiple biometric sources in an effort to gain
more accuracy and robustness. Multi-biometric fusion aims at
optimally combining the information produced by the multiple
biometric sources, this usually requires assigning relative weights
for the biometric sources to optimize their effect on the final
decision. This work presents a new approach for biometric
sources weighting within a score-level multi-biometric system.
The presented solution tries to investigate the properties of the
cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curve, which represents
the biometric performance under the identification scenario, and
extract biometric source weights based on those properties. The
proposed solution is evaluated along with a set of state of the
art and best practice weighting techniques. The evaluation was
performed on the Biometric Scores Set BSSR1 database and a
satisfying and stable performance was achieved.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-biometrics tries to use multiple biometric informa-
tion sources to enhance performance and to overcome the
limitations of the conventional uni-modal biometrics. Such lim-
itations are noisy data, low distinctiveness, intra-user variation,
non-universality of biometric characteristics, and vulnerability
to spoof attacks.

Information fusion is used to produce a unified biometric
decision based on multiple biometric sources. Simple ap-
proaches such as the sum rule score-level fusion proved to
achieve high performance compared to more sophisticated
approaches [1]. A step ahead is the weighted sum rule where
each biometric source is weighted to indicate its relative
importance, and thus contribution, to the final fused biometric
decision.

The main challenge in the weighted sum approach is to
derive the weights that maximize the performance of the
fused system. Weighting methods based on the statistics of the
imposter and genuine scores distributions showed better and
more generalized performance. Weighting based on the equal
error rate of biometric sources is a widely used approach [2],
[3]. Other approaches are based on D-Prime calculations [4]
and Fisher discriminant ratio [5] are also frequently used.

A comparative study by Chia et al. [6] discussed the
performance of the most common weighting approaches and
proposed a weighting algorithm that depends on the width of
the overlapped area between the imposter and genuine scores
distributions.

Other Studies considered the properties of the Receiver
Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve to optimize the multi-

biometric fusion process. Those works mostly considered the
maximization of the area under the ROC curve such as in the
works of Toh et al. [7] and Villegas et al. [8].

The cumulative match characteristic (CMC) curve repre-
sents the performance of a biometric system within a closed-
set identification task. This work investigates the properties of
the CMC curve and how it can be utilized to assign optimized
weights to different biometric sources within a weighted sum
score-level multi-biometric fusion solution. A number of CMC
curve properties are defined in this work. Those properties are
later used to calculate relative weights for the fused multi-
biometric sources.

The Biometric Scores Set BSSR1 - multimodal database [9]
was used to evaluate the proposed approach and compare the
achieved performance to the state of the art and best practice
approaches within the weighted sum rule score-level fusion
approach. The achieved performance is discussed under the
verification scenario by presenting Equal Error Rates (EER)
and ROC curves, as well as, under the identification scenario
by comparing the achieved CMC curves.

The next section presents a number of baseline weighting
approaches along with the proposed solution. Section III
discusses the experiments settings and the achieved results.
Finally, in Section IV, the work is summed up with a final
conclusion.

II. APPROACH

In this section, a number of baseline approaches are dis-
cussed. Those approaches are the EER weighting, D-Prime
weighting, NCW weighting, FDR weighting, and the baseline
equal weighting. Later, the proposed CMC curve based ap-
proaches are presented and formulated.

A. Baseline Weighting Approaches

EER weighting (EERW): equal error rate is the common
value of the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false rejection
rate (FRR) at the operational point where both FAR and
FRR are equal. EER weighting was used to linearly combine
biometric scores in the work of Jain et al. [2]. The EER
is inverse proportional to the performance of the biometric
source. Therefore, for a multi-biometric system that combines
N biometric source, the EER weight for a biometric source k
is given by:
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1

EERk∑N
k=1

1
EERk

(1)

D-Prime weighting (DPW): D-Prime is used to measure
the separation between the genuine and the imposter scores
[4]. High separation indicates a higher performance of the
biometric source. Given that σG

k and σI
k are the genuine scores

and imposter scores standard deviations and µG
k and µI

k are
their mean values, the D-prime is given by:
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and it is directly proportional to the performance of the
biometric source and thus the weight can be calculated as:

wk =
d′k∑N
k=1 d

′
k

(3)

NCW weighting (NCWW): the Non-Confidence Width
Weight was proposed by Chia et al. [6] to weight biometric
sources for score-level multi-biometric fusion. NCW corre-
sponds to the width of the overlap area between the genuine
and imposter scores distributions. Given that MaxIk is the
maximum imposter score and MinGk is the minimum genuine
score, NCW is given by:

NCWk =MaxIk −MinGk (4)

as the NCW is inverse proportional to the biometric source
performance, the weights based on the NCW is given as:

wk =
1

NCWk∑N
k=1

1
NCWk

(5)

FDR weighting (FDRW): the Fisher Discriminant Ratio as
described by Lorena and Carvalho [10] and used by Poh et
al. [5] measures the separability of classes, here genuine and
imposter scores. The higher the separability, the higher is the
biometric source performance. The FDR and the corresponding
weights are given as:

FDRk =
(µG
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k)

2
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2
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wk =
FDRk∑N
k=1 FDRk

(7)

Equal weighting (EQW): equal weighting assigns equal
weights to all biometric sources under the assumption that all
sources have the same contribution to the final fused biometric
decision. This is usually used when no sufficient information
(data) are available for the biometric sources in hand.

Fig. 1: CMC curves of two different matchers (Finger Fli and
Face Fg) of the BSSR1 database. The difference in the limited
area above the CMC curves of the two different matchers is
shown along with the difference in the CMC elevation between
both matchers at a fixed limit.

B. Proposed CMC-based weighting

A CMC curve represents the performance of a biometric
system within a closed-set identification task. The horizontal
axis is the number of the top ranks considered and the vertical
access is the probability of the correct identity (the identity of
a captured subject) being within the top ranks considered. As
a performance measure, the properties of the CMC curve can
influence the relative importance of single biometric sources
within the process of multi-biometric fusion. The weighting
approaches proposed here and based on CMC curve properties
aims at being generalized and robust to outliers as the shape of
such performance measure (CMC) is less effected by outliers
in the data.

Three properties of the CMC curve are considered in this
work. First is the limited area above the CMC curve, which is
the area above the CMC curve between rank one and a given
rank. As the CMC curve is effected by the number of identities
L in the search domain, the high limit of the calculated area
is considered as a percentage X of the total L and not a
fixed rank. One can notice in Figure 1 that a better performing
biometric source produce a CMC curve with lower area above
the curves. Knowing that the true identification rate at a rank r,
TIR(r), is the probability that the correct identity of a given
subject is among the highest r achieved scores within a closed
set biometric identification system, the area above the CMC
curve is discretized and is calculated as:

Area→X%k =

r=bX∗L/100c∑
r=0

TIR(r) (8)

And therfore the weights can be given as:



wk =
1

Area→X%k∑N
k=1

1
Area→X%k

(9)

In the evaluation, three values of X where considered
(X = 2%, 4% and 20%) and the weighting by the area above
the CMC curve with those limits are noted as Area→2%,
Area→4%, and Area→20%.

The second property of CMC curves considered here is
the elevation of the CMC curve. The elevation can be given
by the difference in the TIR between rank one and a certain
rank limit. This rank limit is given as a percentage X of
the total number of identities L in the search domain. The
assumption that a better performing biometric source have a
higher elevation (improve faster when considering more ranks)
is clear in Figure 1. The elevation is formulated as:

Diff@X%k = TIR(bX ∗ L/100c)− TIR(0) (10)

As the elevation is in direct proportion to the biometric
source performance, the weight based on the elevation is
calculated by:

wk =
Diff@X%k∑N
k=1 Diff@X%k

(11)

Two values of X where considered (X = 2 and 4%) and
the weighting by the elevation of the CMC curve with those
limits are noted as Diff@2% and Diff@4%.

The third property of the CMC curve that is considered in
this work is the true identification rate (TIR) within a number
of top ranks. At a given rank, which is defined by a percentage
X of the number of identities L in the search domain, a better
performing biometric source achieves higher TIR. Here, the
false identification rate (FIR) was considered and tied to the
TIR as FIR = 1 − TIR. Thus the related FIR value at that
rank can be given as:

FIR@X%k = 1− TIR(bX ∗ L/100c) (12)

and the weights here are calculated by:

wk =
1

FIR@X%k∑N
k=1

1
FIR@X%k

(13)

Three values of this measures were tested in this work and
are taken at the first rank (R1), X = 2% and X = 4% and
are noted by TIR@R1, TIR@2%, and TIR@4%.

In the next section, the evaluation results of the proposed
weighting solutions are presented, discussed, and compared to
baseline solutions.

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

The proposed approaches for multi-biometric source
weighting are general and can be applied to any number of
biometric sources. However, the presented results focus on
the case of bi-modal biometrics to investigate the performance
away from high order complexities. Moreover, the performance
of high order multi-biometric scenarios is also investigated.

The database used to develop and evaluate the proposed
solution is the Biometric Scores Set BSSR1 - multimodal
database [9]. The database contains comparison scores for left
and right fingerprints (Fli and Fri) and two face matchers (Fc
and Fg). BSSR1 - multimodal database contains 517 genuine
and 266, 772 impostor scores. The experiments here considered
all possible pairs between finger and face matchers as well as
the fusion of all matchers. To evaluate the statistical perfor-
mance of the proposed solutions, the database was splitted
into three equal-sized partitions. Experiments were performed
on all possible fold combinations were one partition is used as
an evaluation set and the other two are used as a development
set. The reported results are the averaged results of the three
evaluation/development combinations.

Min-max normalization was used to bring comparison
scores produced by different biometric sources to a comparable
range. Min-max normalized score is given as:

S′ =
S −min{Sk}

max{Sk} −min{Sk}
(14)

Where min{Sk} and max{Sk} are the minimum and
maximum value of scores existing in the training data of
the corresponding biometric source. And S′ is the normalized
score.

To produce the fused scores, the weighted sum rule (linear
combination) was used. The weighted sum rule assigns each
score value Sk with the weight of its source wk. The weights
wk are calculated from the training data of each biometric
source as discussed in Section II. The fused score by the
weighted sum rule F for N score sources is given as:

F =

N∑
k=1

wkSk, k = {1, . . . , N} (15)

The performance of the fusion process under different
weighting approaches is evaluated under verification scenario
and presented as EER values and as Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves. The performance under the iden-
tification scenario was evaluated and the achieved performance
is presented as CMC curves.

Figure 2 shows the EER values obtained from the BSSR1
database using different proposed and baseline weighting ap-
proaches. The EER values are presented for all possible bi-
modal combinations as well as for the fusion of all available
sources (two face and two fingerprint matchers). One can no-
tice the relatively stable and high performance of the weighting
approaches based on the CMC properties. The lowest EER for
fusing all available sources was achieved by the approaches
based on the area above CMC (Area→2%) with 0.199%



Fig. 2: Equal error rates achieved on the BSSR1 database: The rates shown here are for all the possible bi-modal combinations
of face matchers (Fc and Fg) and finger matchers (Fli - Flr) in the BSSR1 database and the results achieved by the fusion of all
four available sources (two face matchers and two fingerprint matchers).

EER followed by the Area→4% and the CMC identification
rate based approaches TIR@R1 and TIR@2% with all three
scoring an EER below 0.205%. The closest performance from
the base line approaches was the EER based weighting with
an EER of 0.221%.

The ROC curves achieved on all bi-modal combinations are
shown in Figures 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d. The ROC curves achieved
by the CMC based weighting techniques for fusing all the four
biometric sources are presented in Figure 4e. The best of the
Figure 4e curves are compared to the curves achieved by the
baseline solutions in Figure 4f.

In the bi-modal combinations ROC curves in the Figures
4a, 4b, 4c and 4d one can notice the high performance at
very low FAR achieved by approaches based on the area
above CMC curve and identification rates at first rank. At
higher FAR, weighting approaches based on elevation in the
CMC curve becomes more competitive scoring higher true
acceptance rate (TAR) than approaches based on the area above
CMC curve in some operation areas.

In the case of the fusion of all four biometric sources,
Figure 4e shows that the highest TAR rates at very low FAR
were achieved by the Area→2%, Area→4% and TIR@R1
approaches. One can notice that the approaches based on
elevation in the CMC curve scores relatively high TAR on
higher FAR values.

When compared to the base line biometric source weight-
ing approaches, one can notice the superiority on CMC prop-
erties based weighting, see Figure 4f. This is more obvious on
very low FAR values especially with the Area→2%, Area→4%
and TIR@R1 approaches.

Performance under the identification scenario was evalu-
ated and presented as CMC curves for bi-modal combinations,
see Figure 3. Fusion of all the four biometric sources achieved
very high and incomparable performance due to the limited
size of the database and therefore, this case was not presented.
The CMC curve elevation based weighting scored the highest
first rank identification rate in two of the four combinations
as shown in Figures 4a and 4b and coming close to the
best in the other two combinations, see Figures 4c and 4d.

Approaches based on the area above CMC curve and weighting
based on first rank identification rate also had a satisfying and
stable performance over all four combinations. Some baseline
approaches achieved good performance such as the EERW
but felt short behind CMC curve based weighting solutions.
The NCWW weighting also achieved good results in some
combinations but with fluctuating overall performance.

One must notice the different performance behavior of
weighting approaches under both identification and verification
scenario. A clear example is the high performance of the CMC
curve elevation based approaches under the identification sce-
nario with respect to their performance under the verification
scenario.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work presented biometric source weighting techniques
based on the properties of the CMC curves of produced
by those sources. The derived weights were used within a
weighted sum multi-biometric score-level fusion solution. The
development and evaluation of the proposed solution, along
with a set of baseline solutions, were performed using the
publicly available Biometric Scores Set BSSR1 - multimodal
database that includes two face matchers and two fingerprint
matchers. The evaluation was performed under identification
and verification scenarios with results presented as EER values,
as well as ROC and CMC curves. The proposed approaches
proved a satisfying performance and outperformed baseline
approaches in the majority of the tests.
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Fig. 4: ROC curves achieved on the BSSR1 database: The rates shown here are for all possible bi-modal combinations of face
matchers (Fc and Fg) and finger matchers (Fli - Flr) in the BSSR1 database and the results achieved by the fusion of all four
available sources. Figures (a,b,c,d,e) shows a comparison between different CMC-based weighting approaches and Figure (f)
represents a comparison to base line approaches. a) Fc and Fli, b) Fg and Fli, c) Fc and Flr. d) Fg and Flr, e) Fusion of all four
sources (Fc, Fg, Fli, and Flr), f) Fusion of all four sources (Fc, Fg, Fli, and Flr) with comparison to base line approaches.


